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01 (revised) of 95 sections.
The author has withdrawn this section 01 on 5/2/2020 to allow all following 
sections (02 to 95) to be published publicly by, and under the protection of the 
Committee. 4 typos have been corrected in bold in sections 12, 17, 37 and 39. 
Otherwise this is entirely the same document as submitted 29/11/2019.

02.
Illustrations are copyright and may be dealt with under license, on written 
application to the author.  All text statements are based on authoritative 
research.

03.
Tasmanians have lived at Tasman Municipality's Roaring Beach for 3,000 years. 
Their hearths and homes are still here at Roaring Beach and they look out on 
Wedge Island – one of the best inspirational views for restoring people's health 
in the world:



04.

05.
To reach Roaring Beach, people used to cross over beautiful freshwater streams 
that flowed into Storm Bay. But then a party of recent thieves literally stole our 
beautiful freshwater streams. Here is one such stolen Tasmanian watercourse 
today. The thieves have removed the water and left Tasmania with sand and 
dead material.

06.

07.



The Tasmanian Government is well aware of this water theft because the photo 
was discussed and accepted at the Government's Marine Farm Panel hearings on 
Thursday 10 May 2018. Even earlier, DPIPWE was questioned in January 2018 
regarding adverse Nubeena watercourse impacts.

08.
An honest Tasmanian might well ask why the matter of water theft is submitted 
to Government again today, almost two years later, in November 2019. The 
answer is, rather than do their loyal duty and force the thieves to restore 
freshwater to the watercourse and compensate everyone who suffered and 
continues to suffer from this theft and homeland degradation, the Government 
and foreign dominant media have doubled down with the crooks to praise the 
thieving parties in the media as local heroes. No wonder that in May 2018, 
5,000 Tasmanians stood together publicly in the open and agreed with Hobart's 
Federal Representative that the Hodgman Government was "corrupt". 

09.
The stolen water underpins Tassal's cage fish operations at Nubeena, as the 
Government well knows. One has to ask, what is the point of diverting public 
finance and wasting taxpayers' time and morale re-doing the research again and 
again to tell the Government yet again what it already knows – if the outcome is 
continual coverup of how 'planning', 'assessment', operation and 'regulation' 
really occur in Tasmania? Will the Legislative Council investigate this? I hope 
so. Meanwhile, more money leaves the state to Tassal's foreign investors and 
yet another media brainwash of voters treats us to the gorgeous fakery of a 
lovely Tasmanian actress wandering a pristine beach, far away from Tassal's 
filthy fish operations at Badger's Cove.

10.
Anyone who gains the confidence of workers at Tassal Nubeena has been told 
by the Tassal workers that they are aware of the firm's environmental 
degradation of Nubeena and Storm Bay but they are too terrified to speak up for 
fear of sacking. As Tasmania's hospitals cardiology budget (or the medical 
literature) will tell you, chronic workplace stress on cowered workers has a 
heart mortality factor higher than cholesterol damage. Honest workers will not 
speak to government because the big political parties are quite clear about who 
they back. Workers say secretly, for example: why isn't Utas conducting the 
24/7 monitoring of Nubeena's environmental degradation? Why is Utas research 
in Antarctica, when Tasmania's degradation is accelerating right here in Parson's 
Bay?

11.
Anyone with business or legal friends on the East Coast can tell you businesses 
are likewise too fearful of upsetting tenuous business relationships (often very 
nastily negotiated) with Tassal to report these matters in the press or to 



government. There is a climate of fear. So I pass on a few comments from 
people who fear for their jobs and won't otherwise appear at the Inquiry.

12.
After the fact of indebtedness to overseas predatory investors, and after the fact 
of the destruction of Macquarie Harbour, politicians who are allowed media 
coverage proclaim that cage salmon expansion is all about Tasmanian jobs. It's 
not. It's about promises made to investors. There is a low level of jobs that 
would honestly work a clean, sustainable debt-free industry that did not destroy 
other people's existing Tasmanian assets. If these media-access politicians cared 
about jobs, health and education, they would have backed jobs in science, in 
honest communications, in childhood education, health education, new media, 
materials science, foreign relations and expanded care homes to meet the real 
demand of Australia's 120,000 waiting list for senior care. Politicians would 
have long ago allocated these 5,000 jobs to this urgent demand. But those 5,000 
jobs have been sold to investors who only care about their cage fish (or 
whatever) income expansion. They have destroyed thousands of other 
communities around the world in order to protect their predatory interests. 
Predators prosper because their business is part financial and part PR that 
falsely ascribes trust to them.

13.
One might ask why planners shift jobs out of local community demand and into 
foreign finance flow demands – but any public thinking along these lines is 
unlikely to gain traction amongst the Legislative Council's electors, probably 
because Tasmania's newspaper of record (ironically named the Derwent's 
industrial poison Mercury) is funded by foreign finance conglomerate 
JPMorgan and others.

14.
America's number one bank, JPMorgan is behind the ongoing mass chemical 
murder disaster at Bhopal India. Bhopal agony is ongoing because human 
environmental destruction has a long and often expanding tail. Unsurprising, 
JPMorgan's industry expansion and environmental disaster doesn't make the 
newspaper. Moreover, JPMorgan funds the deforestation of the Amazon, and 
hence the ongoing removal of 20% of the Earth's oxygen generation. And 
JPMorgan were bankers to the world's biggest Ponzi scheme that cost its 
victims USD 19.5 billion in cash. JPMorgan also fund Tassal. 

15.
Along with fellow foreign investors Citibank and HSBC, JPMorgan is the 
dominant owner of Westpac and Commonwealth (who only appear to be 
Australian). These banks, along with Dutch Rabobank fund the planning, 
assessment, operation and perhaps regulation of Tassal's caged finfish expansion 
and environmental degradation in Tasmania. Rabobank financed American drug 



cartels then diverted their depositors' savings to pay USD 373 million in fines to 
avoid court and jail for crooked Rabobank executives in 2018. Numerate MLCs 
who demand transparency (and other numerate Tasmanians) might compare 
these US Dollar numbers (19.5 billion, 373 million) and 20% of Earth's oxygen 
with their Tasmanian budgets and 'regulation' of Tassal.

16.
In such a predatory banking environment, it is corrupt folly for a Tasmanian 
government and its administration to say to a deceitful and damaging business: 
tell us what sovereign public waterways and marine resources you want us to 
remove from the Tasmanian public's ownership and amenity and hand over to 
your greedy, uncaring investors. Of course such institutional investors are going 
to say, strip away every public amenity and clean natural resource from the 
Tasmanians that we can repurpose and pollute for our own gain. The Legislative 
Council is inquiring into regulation – and what is happening West of Wedge in 
Storm Bay is the corrupt result of handing over 'regulation' to the damaging 
business and its Ponzi scheme investors. The CEO of JP Morgan (and other 
global conglomerates) all want no regulation, unless the embarrassment of 
public outrage over environmental destruction and theft of public resources 
threatens demand for a product (such as cage salmon).

17.
The acceleration of environmental collapse increased with banks pressuring 
American politicians to throw out the public's financial regulation of banks in 
the United States from circa 1980 (ie, Reagan's Neoliberalism). This switch to 
lack of regulation eventually led to the Global Financial Crisis in Tasmania – 
people losing their superannuation, their share portfolios, the crushing of credit 
and undermining of  Australia's export markets and trading. Rather than 
returning regulation to American finance, the banks were kept afloat by 
favoured politicians who taxed the public and gave this (and other monies) as 
welfare to the now unregulated rich. So Tasmania is in a financial environment 
where post-GFC Wall Street continues to mostly do what it pleases around the 
world (wars from Libya to Ukraine), including how it regulates its industries in 
Tasmania. It is in this context that Wall Street companies would dearly like to 
fund whatever political party will get rid of Australian regulators such as the 
ACCC and ASIC, and get rid of public media, our institutions that protect the 
Tasmanian public and honest businesses. Also countering the 'cowboy' 
destruction of Tasmania is Australia's political, economic and cultural relations 
with other countries unilaterally and multilaterally (the UN) that strengthen our 
interdependent power in the world against corporate barony. In understanding 
this environment, the nationality of the greedy or polluting financier is of 
importance only to the extent a nation has corrupt politics backing the finance. I 
have highlighted JP Morgan because of their hidden everyday power in the state 
but a spotlight could also fall on the UK's HSBC or Holland's Rabobank.



18.
JPMorgan et al's "Tasmanian" newspaper of record can be compared alongside 
ABC news, which makes some effort to investigate the concerns of ABC's 
nominal Tasmanian citizen owners. But the hobbled ABC often fails, given its 
systematic undoing by parties connected with the Nubeena water theft. When 
ABC reported the full day of Nubeena landowners' Marine Farm Panel 
submissions on Thursday 10 May 2018, Nubeena landowners were falsely 
reported. All the landowner submissions that touched on Tassal's consultation 
with the local community – every such submission spoken in hearing of the 
ABC gave strong evidence of Tassal (and sometimes the Tasman Council's) 
lack of consultation and sometimes disinformation and coverup or hoodwinking 
of Tasman locals. Tassal did not speak or present any arguments to the Panel 
that day.

19.
But when the ABC reported the day's submissions, ABC did not report that 
Nubeena landowners gave evidence of strong lack of community consultation 
by Tassal. Instead, ABC hid the truth of the Panel hearing and amplified 
Tassal's corporate media falsehoods. Based on behind-the-scenes dealings with 
Tassal, the ABC reported falsely on that day of submissions, saying that there 
was a Tassal-generated air of open community consultation at Nubeena. That 
was what Tasmanian audiences were told. The 'report' was untrue and came 
from Tassal's corporate-funded PR that pushed aside what landowners, marine 
and water users had truely given in research and evidence.

20.
It is just shocking that highly skilled Tasmanians on the Peninsular are taken 
away from their legitimate businesses and professions to waste their time 
researching and presenting evidence at such Government hearings – only to 
have Tassal confer with the media at the end of the day and perjure the 
Tasmanian public's thinking and Tasmanian voting intentions.

21.
In a terrible irony, the day after Tassal's supporters on the Panel downplayed 
Nubeena's submissions about another issue – accelerating global warming storm 
events – such an off-the-charts storm event did hit Tasmania. The super storm 
wrecked cage salmon factories and sent the factories' invasive, carnivorous 
salmon predator into Tasmania's fragile and run-down marine ecology. The 
wrecking of business and environment are both very sad events. I hope this 
Inquiry will inform and encourage electors to consider the detailed agendas and 
flow of events around this storm.

22.
At the May 2018 hearing, I provided the Government with references to back all 
my statements. In compiling this Legislative Council submission 18 months 



later, I checked over my worldwide references. Only one citation in my 2018 
evidence had been removed from public view since May 2018. I discovered that 
the Tasmanian Government (which received my reference list) removed its own 
public report on shellfish disease, which I had cited and was available to 
taxpayers and other concerned Tasmanians for many years but is now hidden.

23.
This is how we do planning, assessment, operation and regulation in Tasmania 
today.

24.
Americans under JPMorgan have a word for their brave new world of 
government: kleptocracy. But countering American and worldwide disgust at 
such industrial planning and operations, JPMorgan's CEO loudly demands that 
nobody should regulate JPMorgan's financial predation. The CEO has put 
Trump close to him so the CEO didn't go to jail when he traded with Iran, 
whereas Americans intercepted and jailed without trial his Chinese counterpart 
at Huawei Finance for the same Iran trading. Yes, there is a race world war 
raging in trade and finance, and that race war is enmeshed in Tasmania's 
finance, economy and media propaganda. Basically above the law, but not 
above environmental reality, JPMorgan's CEO has sometimes admitted: “Some 
regulations quite clearly create a common good (eg clean air and water).” 

25.
Clean air and water indeed. Come and clean up water theft and degradation by 
your Tasmanian debtors, and perhaps Tasmanians will believe you. 
Alternatively, Tasmanian's can believe what they read in the newspaper.

26.



27.
Before Tasmania's destruction: the once publicly owned, once non-effluent 
water, to the West of Wedge. Defend it or lose it.

28.
My family settled in Australia soon after 1788 and Tasmania soon after 1803. I 
grew up in South East Tasmania. After highly successful pioneering careers in 
education innovation (that saved damaged infant boys from illiteracy in the 
North West, for example) and in national security humanities (in China, 
Indonesia and Canberra), I sorely needed a secure home for my own health and 
wellbeing.

29.
I invested in the coastal sanctuary 'Nantasenhai' at Roaring Beach in the 1980s.

30.

31.
This is the view south (ie, the landscape artist's view) from Nantasenhai. The 
light and view is constantly changing and is a profound inspiration to my life, 
friends, family, investors and my other businesses and professional interests. 
Wedge Island always floats in the landscape – and often appears to be 'flying' as 
a moving object into approaching storms.

32.
What you cannot hear looking at this photo is the gorgeous daily symphony of 
natural water and bird sounds that make the Nantasenhai sanctuary an extremely 
healthy place to rest, recuperate, meditate on life and return refreshed to the 



demands of one's business and professional projects. The soundscape is a big 
part of the value of Peninsular coastal properties. Over the decades, my ears 
would lift almost daily to the gradual intrusion of a fishing boat motor and I 
would go to this view and see local fishers laying or collecting their nets or 
pots. That is part of the joy of living on the Peninsular – a tiny speck of human 
activity in this vast panorama. But with the expansion of Tassal in Parsons Bay 
(kilometres left of this heading) a different, intensely infuriating, constant 
factory machinery noise now invades the natural peace and quiet. At my current 
distance from the expanding factories, is a needling constant hum from 
expanded operations. And this unhealthy sound intrusion is set to massively 
increase once floating machinery enters and covers this view West of Wedge. It 
would drive any citizen nuts who had purchased in good faith a coastal 
sanctuary in order to avoid living in an industrial zone.

33.
Occasionally – during storms – this view is loud and dramatic but it is still a 
natural, healthy and invigorating natural soundscape. In music, the only song in 
my opinion that comes close to expressing the awesome power of this view in 
Sou'Westerly storm weather is Jimi Hendrix Voodoo Chile turned up to eleven. 
The music business could ascribe a monetary value to that song if one desired to 
audit the value of Roaring Beach properties before the threatened expansion of 
Tassal.

34.
My paintings of this view are collected by cutting edge Western Art investors in 
New York City, London, Edinburg, Paris, Holland, Germany, Italy, Spain, Japan 
and six Australian capitals (aaqus.com).

35.
The Wedge Island seascape icon has been a cultural export for over 40 years. 
Moreover, Wedge Island by Aaqus has entered Australia's national curriculum 
through the fine art textbook Visions.

36.
My Roaring Beach investment was not just a private investment. I graduated in 
Oceanography, Limnology and Island Population Ecology at Utas before 
teaching infants in Devonport, so I took oxygen production and Australia's 
global warming disaster seriously in the 1970s and 1980s. Knowledge of Earth's 
collapse was widely discussed and known then as now, and moral people 
conducted their planning, assessment, operations and regulation in light of that 
knowledge and public discussion.

37.
What I learned from Island Population Ecology was that island populations are 
more intensive in their inter-species competition which results in islands having 



a smaller range of species, compared to their mainland population. One cannot 
translate what animals and plants do to what humans do, because humans can 
learn from Island Population Ecology and choose actions that mitigate their 
island's tendency to a narrow range or homogenisation of the community as one 
kind of thing. Homogeneity is vulnerable to long periods of habituation, 
punctuated by an influx that radically overturns the habitual way of life. Or, 
people who learn can chose to accelerate that homogenisation cruelly above 
what lower animals and plants do on islands. So when we look at what 
Tasmanian families, parties, governments, teachers, lawyers and media have 
done raising children to a low level of literacy and numeracy over 200 years 
compared to the mainland population (and hence Tasmania's ability to change 
any industry for the better, such as fisheries) then the question needs to be asked 
– when are Tasmanians going to realise they have this island power to accelerate 
or decelerate any skill set in the Tasmanian community for their own benefit? 
The owners and editors of media have the power to lift the culture of Tasmania 
or lower it radically in a way that they do not have that power over the mainland 
population. If the owners and editors of Tasmanian internet, newspapers, radio 
and television are based in centres outside Tasmania, then they will shape 
beliefs to suit their non-Tasmanian interests. Tasmania should commission a 
deep study to compare, say Singapore's rise to power over its Malay mainland 
states, or Holland's rise to power over its European neighbours and, tie these 
studies with the same study of Tasmania and its mainland.  Of course ultimately 
we are all on the same island in space, and that needs consideration too. And 
what of the New Zealand islands with their same language for trade and media 
but with volcanic nutrients in the seas? Or the power of mainland fish markets 
over Tasmanian consumers and fishers?

38.
When I returned home from building Australian relations with China, I allocated 
half my assets to private forest preservation. Since the 1980s, I have tended the 
Nantasenhai sanctuary's soil to remove invasive species without poisoning 
Tasmania with herbicides. I have donated my highest quality native seed stock 
to Tasmanian horticulture businesses.

39.
The value of Tasman's natural coastal land which is stewarded in this way is 
stated at a premium in the current market. A Peninsular business woman speaks 
of another natural coastal property (at Taranna) that is on the market today: "136 
Nubeena Road. Offers Over $1,100,000."

40.
"Rare find.... approximately 1km of beach frontage and serenity! Leaving the 
concrete jungle far, far behind! Appealing to conservationists, nature lovers, 
artists and the recluse! Your very own private nature Reserve protected for 
perpetuity! Abundant with natural flora and fauna - a total of around 50 



different species of birds have been sighted, including the Sea Eagle and the 
Wedge Tailed Eagle. Secure this rare parcel of land and enjoy the tranquillity 
and serenity it has to offer.”

41.
This is the long term bright future for the Tasman – not joining with foreign 
investors to turn Storm Bay into an un-sewered dung heap with 24/7 industrial 
noise.

42.

43.
Betrayal, invasion and destruction of Tasmania's 3,000 year old paradise or 
'secure garden.'

44.
Notice the Tasmanian business woman's statement, "protected for perpetuity!" 

45.
Protection is where the Legislative Council's duty is paramount: Unless our 
representatives protect what natural coast landowners, professional contributors 
and electors have worked a lifetime to secure on the coast, then such promises 
in the Australian market are as worthless as the kleptocrats who betray us.

46.
The business and scientific fact of the matter is that well-managed, beautiful 
Tasmanian coastal land is a vanishing resource. Coastal land is usually valued at 
three to ten times above the value of otherwise equivalent, quality properties 
that are back from the beach or coast.



47.
Beautiful coastal land is central to how Australia's business and 
professional economy is driven.

48.
Why would I (or any Australian with skills) pioneer systems for childhood 
literacy – or why would I pioneer Australia's national security relations with 
China (and risk my health) – if I could not enjoy the free market purchase of my 
coastal home, sanctuary and art business resource on the Peninsular? From a 
business perspective (which is not the only perspective), I purchased a Roaring 
Beach sanctuary as fair profit for my work and compensation my sacrifices.

49.
Kleptocrats intent on destroying Australia's way of life would triumph if they 
destroyed young people's working dreams of paradise coastal homes. By not 
protecting paradise, by destroying people's quiet enjoyment, by destroying the 
beach, what then? What are Tasmania's quiet achievers living for? The 
etymology of 'paradise' means 'secure garden', and paradise or a secure garden 
has been the goal of most people over all historic time. That's why the term 
'secure garden' or 'paradise' is Biblical and it is sacred for so many people. 
Perhaps fitting that one history of JPMorgan finance has Lucifer in the title.

50.
Australia's enemies would destroy the very heart and engine room of Tasmanian 
business if young people today realised that government no longer protects 
workers' lifetime rewards of public and private property on the coast. 
Government used to protect us but no longer.

51.
If government is now the servant of foreign kleptocrats who actively trash our 
natural garden coastal homes and steal our timeless values –  why would a 
young person innovate, work hard or devote themselves to a profession in 
Tasmania?

52.
The value of natural coastal property on the Peninsular is shown yet again with 
'Sea Wedge', 112 Skeggs Avenue, White Beach that was purchased for nearly 
three million (3,000,000) dollars in 2018.

53.
Creeping in – among all these million dollar properties and trending to 
multimillion dollar properties – the government has let in, and backed over the 
protest of good Tasmanians – corporate thievery and vandalism.



54.
The market states the value of 'Sea Wedge' on paper in these terms: "more than 
one kilometre of private waterfront including two beaches and sweeping 200 
degree panoramic views from Roaring Beach to Bruny Island and Mount 
Wellington."

55.
For comparison, my Nantasenhai sanctuary has Sea Wedge's three million 
dollar view in scope and beauty, plus 80% more (ie, 360 degree natural views).  
Nantasenhai has 360 degree panoramic views, from Roaring Beach to snow-
capped Hartz Mountain in Tasmania's South West. But its value is plummeting 
today as potential buyers become aware of Tassal's push to industrialise and 
massively pollute West of Wedge.

56.
My plans were to bequeath the artist's sanctuary Nantasenhai to the state. But 
the state has deteriorated and probably is no longer  deserving of my gift. Where 
do I turn to as an artist, and with what security to purchase elsewhere, the 
paradise taken from me now?

57.

58.
When anyone traveled to Roaring Beach in the 1980s, we crossed flowing 
streams of fresh water. When we walked on the Nantasenhai sanctuary, the 
healthy grass was grazed on by wombats, even in daylight. The ground was 
nosed by giant echidnas. Overhead flew the wedge tail eagle, the white sea 
eagle, the primitive black cockatoo, blue and red robins, the spotted pardalote, 
the green lorikeet and the peregrine falcon. All this was protected by Tasmanian 



government that didn't kowtow to foreign corporations. It was the soul's escape 
from industrial tyranny.

59.

60.
Purchasing Nantasenhai propelled me to the forefront as an innovative 
Australian landscape artist (Aaqus.com). I was interested in colour. Colour is 
subtle in the Tasmanian landscape. Banksia flowers, blackwood flowers, gum 
flowers and native shrub berries are occasional, startling flashes of colour in 
Tasmania’s colour-shy ancient ecology. When it rains, Nantasenhai's white trees 
run with bark powder stains of orange, pink and lilac. 

61.
There is no other forest on Earth that gratifies the soul with Australian 
forest colours.

62.



63.
Illustrations are copyright (protected by uncorrupted government) and may be 
dealt with under license, on written application to the author.

64.
A nearby coastal property is also owned and gardened by an artist. This is 
'Windgrove' which is currently on the market for about one million dollars. This 
one million dollars at Roaring Beach is underpriced compared to the market 
trend before Tassal threatened the industrial destruction of our 'quiet 
enjoyment'. Quiet enjoyment is a legal term in property business. Now 
helicopters scatter and terrorise the wildlife. Now diesel drones day and night 
constantly shattering the deep healthy quietness of natural air.

65.
As is the case worldwide, the paradise coastal properties of Tasmania are under 
threat from politicians and their foreign-financed industrial business cronies 
who hate beauty and do down good people. 

66.
As a landowner with a national security humanities background, I try to 
explain the value of coastal sanctuaries by quoting one of the most 
egregious examples of political evil's attack on natural beauty:

67.
In 1950, a young American mother, Erica Wallach, searched for her American 
parents and brother who disappeared while working as volunteers to end the 
Cold War in the USSR. Wall Street lawyer and CIA Director Allen Dulles was 
instigating the Cold War at this time. Dulles had revived the Nazi Gestapo in 



Europe and Erica was in his way. Dulles had Erica tortured and sent to Stalin's 
Vorkuta Arctic gulag. Here Erica would:

68.
'work as hard as she could to avoid freezing in the ferociously cold 
temperatures, shovelling gravel six days a week— and often seven— for new 
railroad embankments. Erica survived years of this and when the Russians 
discovered they were Dulles' pawns, they returned Erica to America where she 
said:

69.
“This business of nothing to look at, the ugliness, the lack of color, the lack of 
good smell— that really is worse than the hunger,” Wallach later recalled.’ 

70.
Few Tasmanians have lived in the industrial hellholes that tyrants like Allen 
Dulles (CIA, Wall Street, Gestapo), Adolf Hitler and Joseph Stalin created and 
create today. A few Tasmanian migrants have experienced that hell.  I have too.

71.
I lived in early 1980s Maoist China before Deng Xiaoping's business reforms 
took hold. China was isolated, a gruelling 'third world' – when Australians could 
not easily phone home from China, before Western medicine in China, before 
the public internet existed or before the comforts of modern trade. On returning 
to Australia, my family and friends were shocked to see I looked exactly like a 
Auschwitz survivor. I had suffered "the hunger" (systematic malnutrition under 
industrial tyranny) that Erica speaks of, I had risked my life to help establish 
prosperous Australian and Tasmanian relations with China.

72.
So forty years later, I know what I am talking about when I quote American 
gulag prisoner Erica on any industrial tyrant's ruined landscape. It is at the heart 
of human evil.

73.



74.
“This business of nothing to look at, the ugliness, the lack of color, the lack 
of good smell— that really is worse than the hunger.” But perhaps not as bad 
as perpetual thirst – the theft of whole watercourses.

75.
Having experienced pioneering excitement but also the life of ugly degradation 
under Maoist industrial tyrants, it is no wonder that I purchased a garden 
sanctuary at Roaring Beach on my return to freedom. I thought the Australian 
and Tasmanian Governments would protect my freedom and my sanctuary. In 
return I would work at my professions and tend the soil.

76.
But free people must always be on their guard against industrial tyrants. There 
are many ways the enemies of Tasmania destroy our businesses and our homes.

77.
Here are some characteristics of industrial tyrants:
– they are pathologically greedy, 
– they power their acts with massive financing operations (Stalin was a thief 
who bankrolled Lenin's cause).
– they govern by lying and deceiving others (see 'How salmon farming 
pushed...' below)
– they run Nazi Goebbels-style 'praise our clean and healthy homeland' media 
PR that placates locals, 
– they destroy ecosystems, (20% of our Earth's oxygen shifting to the debit 
ledger)
– they despise science as it impacts other people's health and community, (so 



scientists resign in Tasmania, or in Nazi Europe in the 1930s)
– they terrorise workers into humble and complicit silence,
– and they are so organised as a system of evil that they get away with it. (Steal 
depositor's savings to pay fines rather than do jail time).

78.
Most of these Tasmanian kleptocrat characteristics are on show in the May 2018 
timeline, "How salmon faming pushed Macquarie Harbour to the limit" which is 
available on abc.net.au. In functional homes, you toilet train youngsters, you 
don't put new clothes over their crappy nappies, spray air freshener and praise 
the infant's maturity. You don't let the puppy crap all over Macquarie Harbour, 
walk away from your mess and steal a sovereign waterway in Storm Bay and 
move in the still untrained dog's crap. It's a commonplace that corporations tick 
the boxes as psychopaths (check out the banking Royal Commission) and when 
there is weak pathetic 'government' their criminality goes unregulated and 
rewarded with millions.

79.
As for science, Tasmania fishers and financiers would not have disastrously 
depleted Tasmania's commercial stocks of fish, and ruined the stock's ecology, 
including rare species pushed to shocking extinction, if the industry was 
permeate with home grown Tasmanian science.

80.
But politicians have allowed business advertising junk mail to run news, media 
and public thinking in this state. Such media has buried science and history 
outside the thinking of so many children growing up in Tasmania, outside the 
thinking of workplace colleagues and public debate.

81.
I sometimes tutor children in science and it is quite shocking to see the 
profound damage caused by commercial media and stalking e-media such as 
google and facebook  –stalker media which is pushed by unprofessional 
teachers in the classroom. The result is that many Tasmanians' very reason for 
living is defined by their brainwashing as consumers of trivia that doesn't help 
the development of their lives, or knowledge, or the good life in Tasmania. 
These Tasmanians are addicted to junk industries that churn the Earth in an 
economic spiral of environmental degradation or destruction.

82.
It is heartbreaking to see Tasmanian children who define their relationship with 
their friends, family and strangers in terms of the  trivia, new thing, sports brand 
or junk food they can buy on credit and display. Such children are not 
encouraged to think and make.



83.
A mindless 'material display' culture is the intention of media and finance 
planners whose children do not grow up in Tasmania. Trivial consumer  media 
has triumphed over Tasmanian parents who wish to raise children to think, 
make, manage finance and business, replenish the Earth, devise their own fun, 
save, consume wisely and relate to others as mature individuals.

84.
Such mature families are constantly undermined by government that sides with 
media and finance planners whose children do not grow up in Tasmania and 
who often keep their own children away from their commercial drivel output.

85.
Many teachers have grown up in such a non-science, ahistorical child-
perverting culture themselves and they accelerate the problem when they step 
into a classroom. How can local aquaculture (or any industry or profession) 
recruit young people who research before they plan, who think, make, etc. when 
politicians and media do not allow Tasmanians to grow up in a mature fashion? 

86.
Mature science and history education, in classrooms and in media, is not driven 
by greed. But when thinking is driven by short term desperation or entrenched 
greed, science and history go out the window. Then Tasmanian resource stocks 
and sales in aquaculture diminish over time.

87.



88.
When politicians side with media that encourages individuals in science and 
history, thinking, making and mature relations, then Tasmania's resource stocks 
and sales should pull out this dive and trace a level sustainable course.

89.
I learn in my time in Chinese culture is that Chinese and all East Asian cultures 
take education much more seriously that mainstream Australian culture. I would 
say, even too seriously. Tasmania has a real cultural problem about rewarding 
the quest for knowledge and truth in education and its media.

90.
I have outlined here how junk advertising "news" media corporations and their 
politicians are a pervasive component in culturally devaluing Australian science 
and history education, including our understanding of Storm Bay science or the 
impact of foreign finance. Without a political and cultural shift, aquaculture 
resources may continue to dwindle, given the quality of thinking (and greed) at 
the tiller.

91.
My previous submissions to Government included discussion of crowded 
antibiotic farming (in water and on land generally) and the certain future of 
superbug plague in our health system.



92.
Elite restaurants in the heart of China's political capital have served the most 
delicious fish and chicken banquets for 300 years without killing one fish or 
chicken. I and my companions have savoured complete fish banquets there 
before discovering that the to-die-for fish is in fact vegetarian  Similar 
restaurants around Asia have served top vegetarian cuisine in the guise of fish 
and other meats for a longer time in history. Is the vegetable industry in the 
North and Northwest of the state aware of this?

93.
By confining this Inquiry to finfish, the Legislative Council needs to keep in 
mind that the bigger question and Tasmania's greater solution concerns all 
Tasmanian food resources, our cultural understanding of markets and 
economies, and the sometimes massive negative impacts that narrow decision-
making can have on our existing natural assets, other people's once-happy lives 
in Tasmania and future generations facing global collapse.

94.
Historically, our Legislative Council marked the overturning of Tasmania's 
first industrial tyranny.

95.
The Legislative Council and our name "Tasmania" are end-markers of an earlier 
period of industrial tyranny in Van Diemen's Land. Both our new name 
Tasmania and the Council were created in response to half a century of 
industrial tyranny – where a military Governor's planners, operators and 
regulators, powered by UK overseas investment, ran convict slave labour and 
destroyed the aquaculture and grazing families who had managed resources on 
Storm Bay, Nantasenhai and Roaring Beach for three thousand years.
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